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Abstract: The levelized cost of energy (LCOE) from wave energy converters (WECs) needs to
be decreased in order to be able to become competitive with other renewable electricity sources.
Probabilistic reliability methods can be used to optimize the structure of WECs. Optimization is
often performed for critical structural components, like welded details, bolts or bearings. This paper
considers reliability studies with a focus on plain bearings available from stock for the Wavestar
device, which exists at the prototype level. The Wavestar device is a point absorber WEC. The
plan is to mount a new power take-off (PTO) system consisting of a discrete displacement cylinder
(DDC), which will allow different hydraulic cycles to operate at constant pressure levels. This
setup increases the conversion efficiency, as well as decouples the electricity production from the
pressure variations within the hydraulic cycle when waves are passing. The new PTO system
leads to different load characteristics at the floater itself compared to the actual setup where the
turbine/generator is directly coupled to the fluctuating hydraulic pressure within the PTO system.
This paper calculates the structural reliability of the different available plain bearings planned to be
mounted at the new PTO system based on a probabilistic approach, and the paper gives suggestions
for fulfilling the minimal target reliability levels. The considered failure mode in this paper is the
brittle fatigue failure of plain bearings. The performed sensitivity analysis shows that parameters
defining the initial crack size have a big impact on the resulting reliability of the plain bearing.

Keywords: plain bearing; probabilistic reliability assessment; sensitivity analysis; structural
reliability; wave energy converter; Wavestar

1. Introduction

Wave energy converters (WECs) are used to harvest energy from waves and transfer that to
electricity. So far, many different working principles exist; some of them have reached the prototype
level, while others exist at the lab scale or just on paper, but none have reached a developed stage
where electricity can be produced at a competitive level. In order to drive the development, the
levelized cost of energy (LCOE) needs to be decreased to become competitive with other renewable
electricity sources. One way to decrease the cost of electricity produced by WECs is based on
developing structural standards for the WEC community in order to standardize the structural
designs, as well as giving guidelines to the WEC developers. Standards can also be used as a
collection of gained knowledge. The challenge concerning standardization of WEC structures is the
large diversity of different WECs. The work in [1,2] shows and explains the development stage of
many different existing devices.

The past showed that standards should be developed for WECs especially for critical structural
details, which in the case of failure will lead to large consequences. An example of WEC failure
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due to structural failures is the broken force transducer connecting the anchoring block and the main
mooring line of the wave dragon device during a storm [3]. The device was stranded at the beach.
Other examples of structural failure of WECs is the prototype Osprey1, which failed structurally
shortly after deployment in 1995 due to damage that happened during launching the device [4] or
failure of the composite hull structure of one of Wavestar’s floaters during a storm in June 2010 [5].

For WEC applications, critical structural details include welded details, bolts, as well as bearings.
These structural components interconnect two structural parts and will lead in the case of failure to
a partial or total collapse of the overall structure. In order to appropriate these critical structural
components, detailed structural reliability investigations are needed.

Detailed structural reliability studies are commonly based on a probabilistic approach that
considers the uncertainties related to limited knowledge, the physical variation of parameters, the
models used to calculate stresses and loads, as well as the limited size of available data and
the measurement uncertainties resulting from experiments and tests. There have been structural
reliability studies on bolted and welded details previously with a focus on WEC applications (see,
e.g., [6,7]). Bearings are also of importance for WEC applications, but so far, there has not been any
reliability studies on bearings for WEC applications based on a probabilistic reliability approach.
Bearing components for WEC applications may be custom-made, which will lead to a higher risk
of failure due to limited knowledge and experience. Furthermore, WEC systems include a control
system, which influences the loads on the bearings. Load impacts by the control system should be
accounted for when doing probabilistic reliability assessments of bearings. WEC bearings are exposed
to cyclic loading with frequencies in the range of the passing waves.

Reliability studies of bearings used in other offshore industry branches, like the oil and gas sector
or offshore wind turbines, cannot be adopted due to the fact that the load characteristics, as well
as the rotational speed ranges are different for the several offshore technologies. When comparing
reliability levels for different applications, another fact for consideration is the different consequences
in the case of failure leading to different target reliability levels. Structural collapse of a manned oil
platform will lead to large environmental pollution and fatalities, whereas WECs are unmanned most
of the time, and structural failure will lead to low environmental pollution. For WEC applications,
the maximum annual probabilities of failure of structural components are typically accepted to be
in the range between 10−4 and 10−3 [6]. This maximum annual probability of structural failure is
adopted from offshore wind turbine applications (see, e.g., [8]) due to the fact that the consequences,
such as low environmental pollution or no danger of fatalities in the case of structural failure, are the
same for offshore wind turbines and WECs. The same reliability levels are also considered for tidal
turbines; see, e.g., the recently published standard [9].

For WECs with many moving parts and a structure exposed to cyclic loading due to the waves
and the wind, fatigue failure is of importance. Furthermore, many devices have a so-called “storm
protection mode” or “idle mode”, where the loads on the structure are decreased during storms.
This means that extreme loads might not occur during storm events, but during operation.

This paper presents a case study with a focus on the fatigue failure of steel plain bearings.
The bearing connecting the power take-off (PTO) and the floater arm of the Wavestar device,
which is placed at Hanstholm on the Danish West coast of the North Sea, is considered as a case
study. Simulated load time series are used as input for the probabilistic reliability assessment.
More information about the considered PTO system of the Wavestar device is available in [10].
More information about the Wavestar device in general is available, e.g., in [5,11]. A parametric
study is performed in order to assess the sensitivity of the different considered parameters, as well as
the reliability level of different plain bearings available from stock.

Sections 2 and 3 respectively give the theoretical background about the probabilistic reliability
assessments and failure modes of bearings. Section 4 explains in more detail the Wavestar device,
which is considered as a case study in this article. Section 5 presents the considered fatigue model for
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modeling bearing failure. Section 6 shows the resulting annual reliability values of the study, as well
as a sensitivity study on uncertain parameters, and Section 7 gives the conclusion of the results.

2. Probabilistic Reliability Assessments

Probabilistic reliability assessments can be formulated for a certain failure mode or system of
failure modes. The physical background of the failure mode needs to be known to be able to formulate
a limit-state equation. Probabilistic reliability assessments consider uncertainties. The following
uncertainty types can be included in probabilistic reliability assessments:

• Physical uncertainties,
• Modeling uncertainties,
• Statistical uncertainties,
• Measurement uncertainties.

Physical uncertainties consider uncertainties that cannot be reduced and are always present.
Examples of physical uncertainties are the inter-annual variation of extreme significant wave heights,
as well as yield stress differences when performing tensile tests. Physical uncertainties are also called
aleatory uncertainties. Modeling uncertainties account for uncertainties related to the considered
load/stress models and resistance models. Statistical uncertainties are of importance where small
datasets are used, and this uncertainty type accounts for the limited dataset. When measurements
are used in order to estimate the resistance or the load, there will be measurement uncertainties.

Uncertain parameters and uncertainties in general are treated as stochastic variables in
probabilistic reliability assessments. Stochastic variables have a certain mean value and a certain
standard deviation. The stochastic variables are summarized in a vector called X = [X1, X2, ...]. For a
certain failure mode, a limit state equation, g(X, t), consisting of the resistance R(X, t) and the load
S(X, t), can be established as a function of time t, if relevant, as is the case for fatigue failures:

g(X, t) = R(X, t)− S(X, t) (1)

From the limit state equation, based on Monte Carlo simulations or FORM/SORM (first/second
order reliability methods) techniques , the probability of failure, PF, can be estimated for a certain
failure mode. This probability of failure is equal to the probability that the limit state equation (see
Equation (1)) is smaller than or equal to zero. More information about probabilistic reliability methods
for structural details is available in, e.g., [12,13]. From the FORM/SORM techniques, the so-called
reliability index, β(X, t), is determined and can be used to estimate the probability of failure in the
time interval [0, t]:

PF(X, t) = PF(g(X, t) ≤ 0) = Φ(−β(X, t)) (2)

where Φ() is the standardized normal distribution. The time interval, for which the reliability is
estimated, is often assumed to be one year. The annual probability of failure, ∆PF(X, t), can be
estimated from the cumulative probability of failure (PF(X, t)) at a certain time t:

∆PF(X, t) = PF(t)− PF(t− T) (3)

where T = 1 year and t > T. Table 1 shows the relation between the probability of failure PF and the
resulting reliability index β. When performing reliability assessments, target reliability levels leading
to acceptable minimal reliability indices or maximal probability failures should be defined in order
to accept or reject a certain design. The target reliability levels mainly depend on the consequences in
the case of failure. For WEC applications, the consequences in the case of structural failure are mainly
of monetary value. The work in [14] proposes minimal annual probabilities of failure for ultimate
limit states in the range between 10−3 and 10−4, which is equal to a minimal annual reliability index,
∆β, of 3.1 and 3.7, for cases where the relative cost of safety measure is large and the objective is
to minimize the overall costs. This target minimal reliability index range is also used in [6], where
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structural safety factors for welded and bolted WEC structures are calibrated. The same annual
maximal probability of the failure range is used for offshore wind turbines (see, e.g., [8]).

Table 1. Relation between the probability of failure PF and the resulting reliability index β.

PF 10−6 10−5 10−4 10−3 10−2

β 4.7 4.3 3.7 3.1 2.3

3. Failure Modes of Bearings

Bearings are connection elements of two structural parts where it is necessary that these
two structural components can move with respect to each other. There are so-called contact
bearings where mechanical contact exists between two components, as well as non-contact bearings.
Non-contact bearings include magnetic bearings, externally pressurized, as well as hydrodynamic
fluid-film bearings. The motion of the bearing can be linear or rotational, dependent on the
application and bearing type.

For WEC applications, it is expected that mainly contact bearings will be used due to their
simple construction with a low amount of elements and no need for additional energy sources.
Many non-contact bearings need a power source in order to operate. Furthermore, offshore
maintenance actions are expensive and should be minimized or even avoided in order to keep the
LCOE low. Therefore, it is desired to use maintenance-free bearings for WEC applications.

Depending on the application and the bearing type, there are different causes for contact bearing
failures. Figure 1 shows examples of the causes for bearing failures. This flow chart is partly based
on the information given in [15]. In general, there are two failure modes: mechanical failure and
tribological failure. Both failure categories are time dependent, but the mechanical failure is mainly
driven by the load cycles and the tribological failure by the motion of the two surfaces in contact
over time.

Figure 1. Example causes for bearing failures partly based on [15].

Deterioration mechanisms for wear and fatigue are complex and caused by different processes.
Tribological failures (wear failures) may dominate when having high-speed bearings/shafts with
many full rotations of the shaft. Fatigue failure modes can be assumed to be dominating when a low
number of rotations is carried out (low wear), but a high number of load cycles, leading to unequally
loaded sections of the bearing. For mechanical engineering applications where high-speed shafts are
commonly used, like in power plants (see, e.g., [16,17]) or airplane engines (see, e.g., [18]), the focus
when designing bearings is mainly on wearing problems (e.g., by measuring the resulting axial and
radial play of a bearing). For civil engineering applications, like bridges (see, e.g., [19]), bearing failure
is often described by a fatigue modeling approach. Often, a combination of fatigue failures, as well
as tribological failures occurs due to the complexity of the overall failure (wear and crack evolution)
progress. Stress concentrations, which increase during the expected lifetime inside the bearing, may
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lead to local overload of the bearing and then to structural collapse at an early stage due to accelerated
crack evolution driven by large local load amplitudes.

Another way to characterize primary causes of bearing failures can be based on observable
different conditions, as shown in [20,21]:

• Excessive load,
• Overheating,
• (False and true) brinelling,
• Normal fatigue failure,
• Reverse loading,
• Contamination,
• Lubricant failure,
• Corrosion,
• Burns from electric current,
• Misalignment,
• (Loose and tight) fits.

Failure analysis of bearings is complicated due to the fact that one failure mode may initiate
another. The different bearing failure modes will have different time-dependent limit state functions.
In a first step towards minimizing bearing failure, the process should include avoiding the wrong
installation (e.g., misalignment), contamination, inadequate lubrication (the wrong type of lubricant
or an insufficient amount of lubricant), as well as misuse of the bearing.

Which failure modes ought to be considered in a certain case generally depend on the application
for which a certain bearing is used, as well as the environmental conditions in which it is operating.
For WEC applications, the load cycle frequencies are in the range of the passing waves. Often, not full
rotations are executed at the bearing, but the two interconnected structural elements are swinging in
relation to each other. The load changes when a wave is passing are large, but the resulting rotation
of the bearing elements can often be assumed to be low. This means that a limiting factor for many
bearings installed in WECs is not the rotations due to passing waves, but the load changes due to
passing waves leading to mechanical fatigue failure. Due to the fact that the diversity of the working
principles for harvesting energy from waves is large, the above statement may not be valid for all
working principles.

4. The Wavestar Device

The Wavestar device is a WEC, which contains floaters moving due to passing waves and driving
a hydraulic cycle. The fluctuating oil flow impels a turbine and a generator that produces electricity.
The rated power of one floater is equal to 55 KW, and a prototype was installed at Hanstholm on the
west coast of the Danish North Sea. Figure 2 shows a picture of the prototype and the location on
the device investigated. This paper analyzes the bearing connection of the floater arm and the PTO
rod. In order to decrease the loads on the structure in the case of extreme environmental conditions,
the floaters can be moved out of the water. This prototype was in service and feeding electricity into
the Danish electricity grid between January 2010 and September 2013. At the moment, remodeling
work is ongoing, and two additional floaters with a diameter equal to 6 m were installed on the
existing prototype.

Furthermore, it is planned to install a new PTO system to get higher efficiencies of the conversion
process due to decoupling of the electricity production from the pressure fluctuations in the hydraulic
cycle when waves are passing. More information about the new PTO system, which is being
tested in a real-scaled test-bench, is available in [10]. The main novelty of this new PTO system
consisting of a discrete displacement cylinder (DDC) is to smoothen the pressure fluctuations within
the pressure cycles by having three separated pressure cycles. This system enables having a smoother
electricity production over time. The multi-chambered cylinders contain main valves, which have
many opening and closing actions. Each closing/opening of the valves leads to pressure fluctuations
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within the hydraulic cycle, leading to small load fluctuations of a step function shape on the structure
of the floater and the PTO rod. The load calculations in the considered case study are based on a
Simulink model, which models the new DDC PTO system. Information about the Simulink model
can be found in [22,23]. Figure 3 shows an example (bearing load and movement of the floater) of a
part of a time series. This study considers a single floater device.

Figure 2. Wavestar prototype located at Hanstholm (Denmark) showing the location of the
investigated bearing. Power take-off: PTO.

Figure 3. Detail of a time series example (here, Hm0 = 3.25 m; T0,2 = 5.5 s) of the simulations showing
the bearing load F, as well as the angular position θ of the floater. Hm0: significant wave height; T0,2:
mean wave period.

Table 2 and Figure 4 respectively show the considered scatter diagram of the considered wave
conditions, as well as the incoming wave direction distribution. The device is producing electricity
when the significant wave height is between 0.5 m and 3.5 m. For significant wave heights smaller
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than 0.5 m, the floaters are taken out of the water due to the fact that the low electricity production is
non-economical. The incoming wave distribution is split into 16 sections (see Figure 4), each covering
a range of 22.5◦.

Table 2. Scatter diagram with the probabilities of occurrence (given here in percent) of the different
wave states. Numbers in red mean that the device is in idle mode (no electricity production).

Mean Wave Period T0,2 (s)

3.0–4.0 4.0–5.0 5.0–6.0

Significant wave height Hm0 (m)

< 0.5 10.7 3.1 -
0.5–1.0 19.4 12.2 -
1.0–1.5 6.9 17.2 -
1.5–2.0 - 11.1 5.9
2.0–2.5 - 3.2 4.1
2.5–3.0 - - 3.4
3.0–3.5 - - 2.7

Figure 4. Probabilities of occurrences of different incoming wave directions.

Plain bearings are planned to be installed at the considered location due to the fact that this
bearing (Figure 2 shows its location) has no full rotations, but many load cycles due to passing waves.
This article considers fatigue failure (mechanical failure) of the plain bearing. This investigation does
not assume any misuse, contamination or wrong installation. Furthermore, the considered plain
bearings do not need maintenance actions, and it is assumed that the material properties remain
the same over time, as well as the number of cycles are the same for all of the years. Failure of
the considered bearing location may lead over time to partial collapse of the floater structure, to
the inability of moving the floater out of the water (into idling mode), as well as the inability of
producing electricity.

The reliability of different plain bearings shown in Table 3 is investigated for the Wavestar
prototype using the new PTO system. The considered plain bearings, which are available from stock,
have a dry lubricant polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), and the rest (inner and outer ring) is made out of
GCr15 steel with Grade E40. The dry lubricant is one of the materials with an extremely low friction
coefficient, and dry lubrication is used in order to decrease the maintenance costs.
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Table 3. Considered plain bearing types (GE-type bearings from Schaeffler). The dimension values
are taken according to [24], and the prices are taken from [25]. The exact meaning of the diameter
values Di and Da can be seen in Figure 5.

Meaning
Type of Bearing

GE60 UK GE70 UK GE80 UK GE90 UK GE100 UK

Inner bearing diameter Di (mm) 60 70 80 90 100
Bearing diameter Da (mm) 70.9 82.4 94.2 103.1 116.3

Width l (mm) 36 40 45 50 55

Price ($) 286 407 531 685 1023
Normalized price (-) 1.00 1.43 1.86 2.40 3.58

This reliability assessment focuses on a specific detail at the Wavestar device. However, a
structural reliability analysis at the considered location (see Figure 2) is of importance due to the fact
that this bearing is difficult to replace (needs many man hours and special equipment with a crane).
Therefore, the bearing should be designed in order to hold for the overall expected lifetime of 20 years,
and no replacements of the bearing during the expected lifetime of the device are planned. Offshore
operation and maintenance actions can be expensive due to limited accessibility (weather conditions)
and the long transportation times. The work in [26] gives an overview of different operation and
maintenance strategies applicable to WEC technologies.

The price differences for a single bearing (see Table 3) might be negligible when comparing it to
the overall investment cost of the device. However, one floater needs four bearings (one for the PTO
cylinder (floater), one for the PTO cylinder (platform and two for floater) platform connection), and
the planned device consists of 20 floaters [5]. In this case, the bearing expenses and their potential
savings are no longer negligible. In addition, there is a series system effect, because failure of one
bearing implies that a repair is needed, and the device is stopped (no electricity production).

5. Considered Fatigue Model

Dynamic simulations are of importance for fatigue load assessments due to the fact that no full
rotations of the bearing are performed in the considered study, and therefore, unequally-distributed
loads along the bearing ring occur. Furthermore, many stops and load direction changes are
performed as the floater and the PTO cylinder are moving upwards and downwards when a wave
is passing.

No detailed information about the specific EGOGLIDE R© lubrication layer is available.
Therefore, no detailed and representative local load estimation has been performed at the
bearing. The surface friction loads resulting from the dynamic simulations are assumed to be
sinusoidally-distributed. This simple load assessment is of course related to the uncertainties,
which will be introduced in a later step (see Section 5.2) when probabilistic reliability assessments
are performed.

For fatigue modeling, the circumferential pressure distributions are needed in order to model
the elongation of cracks, which occur on and below the surface. The bearing pressure p applied on
the bearing is assumed to be uniformly distributed along the width l of the bearing (see Figure 5):

p =
L

Da · l
(4)

where Da is the diameter of the bearing (the diameter where friction between the inner and outer ring
takes place (see Figure 5)) and L the applied load resulting from the motion of the floater. In order
to estimate the friction loads at the surface of the inner bearing ring, the perpendicular loads on the
surface need to be estimated. Maximum shear is assumed to occur at the contact surface between
the inner and outer ring of the bearing. This assumption is in accordance with [27] when the friction
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coefficient is equal to or larger than 0.1. Therefore, it is assumed that the cracks are developed from
the surface. The perpendicular compression pressure pc can be calculated as:

pc = p · cos(α) (5)

where α is the position angle shown in Figure 5, which gives an overview about the considered
parameters and pressure distributions. The local shear stress τ can be calculated from the local
compression pressure, pc, as follows (Coulomb friction law):

τ = pc · µ (6)

where µ is the friction coefficient.

Figure 5. Coordinate system and the considered parameters: p: pressure distribution; pc: compression
pressure; l: length/width bearing; Di: inner diameter bearing; Da: bearing diameter; α: position angle.

Figure 6 shows a flow chart of the procedure to assess the fatigue shear and compression pressure
distributions used for fatigue modeling. The loads at the bearing are dependent on the environmental
conditions, which are represented by a scatter diagram (Table 2) and the incoming wave direction
distribution, as shown in Figure 4. Based on the environmental conditions, load time series are
generated for the different wave conditions. These load time series are converted into shear and
compression pressure time series of a certain bearing segment. Due to unequal load distributions and
not full rotations of the bearing, there will be large local pressure differences among bearing ring.
This needs to be accounted for based on a dynamic simulation and is done by dividing the bearing
ring into segments where the local pressure time series are identified for each wave conditions and
for each bearing segment. Figure 7 shows how the inner bearing ring is diverted into segments. In the
current study, the bearing ring is diverted into 90 segments (each segment covers four degrees).

For fatigue assessments, it is the cycle amplitudes, not the instantaneous stresses, that are
important. Therefore, for each load time series, rainflow counting (see, e.g., [28]) is performed in
order to estimate the local stress amplitude spectrum from a certain pressure time series. The stress
ratio (R ratio) is not considered in this damage model, as this ratio will be different for each considered
segment. However, the R-ratio can be included in the rainflow counting process. The overall (mean)
stress spectrum is based on the wave conditions (environmental conditions), as well as weighted
with the number of segments. The following section will explain in greater detail how the stress
distributions are estimated
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Figure 6. Flow chart of the procedure to calculate fatigue surface stresses at different locations on the
bearing surface.

Figure 7. Sketch of the considered plain bearing segments.

5.1. Considered Limit State

Intergranular brittle fracture originating at the bearing surface is according to [29] an important
failure mode for GCr15 steel bearings due to their relatively high amount of carbon. This article
considers this failure mode as the bearing material of the considered bearing types consisting of
high-carbon chromium bearing steel GCr15 and PTFE-based material as the lubricant. The threshold
value for crack growth, which gives the threshold at which a small crack begins to grow, can explain
the ability of a material to resist growing cracks. This crack growth threshold, Kth, is an important
parameter for brittle fatigue considerations.
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When considering very high cycle fatigue (also called gigacycle fatigue) and using GCr15 bearing
steel where the life regime is beyond 107 cycles, the majority of the fatigue life (more than 90%) is
according to [30] corresponding to crack initiations and the coalescence of very small cracks to cracks
that can grow. Therefore, in order to define a limit state, the threshold (Kth) for crack growth can be
used as the limit state for this kind of material, because, as mentioned earlier, the largest part of the
expected lifetime is most used to initiate cracks. This approach is only applicable if the crack growth
rate is large, as well as the time is small between crack initialization and structural failure compared to
the expected lifetime. For other materials where the time between crack initialization and structural
failure is not negligible, the threshold SCF as limit state would be too conservative. In such cases, also
the time when the crack is growing needs to be considered. The exceedance of the threshold for crack
growth per stress cycle is considered here as the failure mode. This means if the crack starts to grow,
it will always lead to structural failure. The corresponding limit state equation can be written as [31]:

g(X) = Kth − XWS · XWL · Keq (7)

where Kth is the theoretical/experimental threshold for critical crack growth, XWS the uncertainty
about the wave conditions and XWL the uncertainty related to the load calculation given a certain
wave state. The equivalent stress intensity factor, Keq, can be calculated as:

Keq = f (a, pc,α) = (YnµpcXmn + Yc pcXmc) ·
√
πa cos(α) · XSCF (8)

where a is the crack depth, which is equal in this case to half the crack width, pc is the tangential
pressure cycle amplitude, Yc, as well as Yn are the SCFs for compression loads, as well as sliding
(surface friction). The uncertainties related to the SCFs Yc and Yn are named Xmc and Xmn,
respectively. The parameter α indicates the crack direction relative to the force. Figure 8 shows the
orientation of the angle α on the bearing ring. The stochastic parameter XSCF represents the stress
concentration uncertainty given a certain load.

Figure 8. Direction of the orientation of angle α on the surface of the bearing ring.

Due to the fact that the bearing ring is diverted into N segments, the equivalent stress intensity
factor Keq representing all N segments can be estimated by an expansion of Equation (8), taking into
account the local stress distributions of the different segments:

Keq =
1
N

f (a, pc,α) =
(YnµXmn + YcXmc) ·

√
πa cos(α) · XSCF

N

N

∑
i=1

pc,i (9)

where pc,i is the stress cycle distribution at section i and N the number of sections into which
the bearing is divided. The equivalent stress intensity factor Keq in Equation (9) is considered for
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the probabilistic reliability assessment and represents the average over all local stress ranges of
the N segments in order to make the considered equivalent stress intensity factor independent of
the number of considered segments. The stress cycle distribution can be determined from stress
time series by the aid of rainflow counting. Rainflow counting gives the number of stress cycles
given a certain stress amplitude. How the load time series are analyzed to get the number of load
cycles is, e.g., given by [28]. Figure 9 shows, as an example, two different surface pressure spectra
for two different segments at the inner bearing ring. These two segments have different surface
pressure distributions, which make different pressure spectra at different locations on the bearing
ring necessary in order to define the equivalent stress intensity factor, Keq, as shown in Equation (9).

Figure 9. Example of a fatigue surface pressure range spectrum at two different locations at the
bearing ring (Segments A and B). The diameter of the inner bearing ring is in this example 100 mm.

The SCFs Yc and Yn from Equation (8) can be calculated according to [32]:

Yc = g

[
0.923 + 0.199

[
1− sin

(
πa

2Da

)]4
]

Yn = g

[
0.752 + 2.02

(
a

Da

)
+ 0.37

[
1− sin

(
πa

2Da

)]3
] (10)

where Da is the bearing diameter (see Figure 5), a the crack depth and g a constant, which is equal to:

g =

1.84
π

[
tan

(
πa

2Da

)/(
πa

2Da

)]0.5

cos
(

πa
2Da

) (11)

From the limit state equation (see Equation (7)), the probability of failure, PF, per load cycle is
estimated by using FORM techniques. In order to compare the failure probability with the maximum
acceptable failure rates of WEC components, the annual failure probability, ∆PF needs to be found by:

∆PF = Nannual · PF (12)

where Nannual is the number of load cycles per year. Commonly, the annual reliability index ∆β, which
can be derived from the annual probability of failure (see Equation (2)), is considered for comparing
the structural reliability of different structural designs. The probability of failure calculated in this
example can be understood as the upper bound of the structural failure probability, as only the
time until the crack starts growing is considered, and the short time, while the crack is growing,
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is disregarded here (see Equation (7)). Since failure occurs at an extremely large stress range, it is
alternatively possible to use a stochastic model based on the annual maximum load range.

5.2. Stochastic Model

Table 4 shows the considered values of the parameters of the stochastic model for the brittle
fracture fatigue failure of a plain bearing as presented in Equation (7). For Kth, the coefficient
of variation (COV) value and distribution type are taken from [14], whereas the mean value of
4.5 MPam0.5 is taken from [33]. The crack depth is assumed to be log normal distributed [14]. The
model uncertainties, Xmn and Xmc, related to the equivalent stress intensity factors (physical model)
Yn and Yc, are chosen according to [14] with a COV equal to 0.2. The COV value of uncertainty about
wave conditions, XWS, can be set equal to 0.15 if different incoming wave directions are considered
and more than one year of wave data is available (see, e.g., [6,34]). The uncertainty about the stress
concentration given a certain load onto the structure, XSCF, has a COV value equal to 0.15 (see [6,35])
when a parametric equation is used to calculate the SCFs Yn and Yc. The wave load calculation
uncertainty, XWL, is assumed to have a COV value between 0.1 and 0.2. The mean period of a wave
(at the considered location) is equal to 5.75 s. This leads to an annual number of cycles equal to
5.485 × 106. The crack orientation angle α is assumed to be uniformly distributed within the interval[
−π

2
;
π

2

]
. The friction coefficient µ is according to [36] assumed to be log normal distributed. The

expected friction coefficient between steel and PTFE is between 0.05 and 0.2 (see, e.g., [37]). The COV
value of µ is set equal to 0.15, which is in accordance with the former friction studies (see, e.g., [36]).

Table 4. Stochastic model for the reliability analysis of plain bearings for the Wavestar device. LN: log
normal; COV: coefficient of variation; SCF: stress concentration factor.

Name Description Type Stochastic Model Source
Expected Value COV

Kth Threshold for crack growth LN 4.5 MPam0.5 0.4 [14,33]
a Crack depth LN 0.15 mm 0.66 [14]
α Crack orientation uniform 0

π√
12

µ Friction coefficient (dry lubricant) LN (0.05...0.1...0.15...0.2) 0.15 [36,37]
Xmn Model uncertainty Yn LN 1 0.2 [14]
Xmc Model uncertainty Yc LN 1 0.2 [14]

XSCF Stress concentration factor uncertainty LN 1 0.15 [6,35]
XWS Uncertainty wave conditions LN 1 0.15 [6,34]
XWL Uncertainty wave load calculations LN 1 (0.1...0.15...0.2) [14]

The surface stress cycle distribution pc,i as shown in Figure 9 is assumed to be Weibull
distributed, which is widely used in fatigue modeling (see, e.g., [38]). The considered
Weibull distribution consists of two parameters called scale parameter a and shape parameter b.
The distribution function of a two-parameter Weibull distribution looks like:

Fi(pc,i|a, b) = 1− exp
(
−
[ pc,i

a

]b
)

(13)

The Weibull parameters are fitted using a maximum likelihood approach, and for each Weibull
fit, a time series length of 1000 waves is considered. However, before starting to fit the distributions,
it is necessary to prove their quality and accuracy of fit. This can be done with a Q-Q plot
(quantity-quantity plot), where the theoretical values from the distribution are plotted on the x-axis
and their corresponding exact sample values on the y-axis. The better the distribution represents
reality, the closer are the resulting coordinates along the bisecting line. Figure 10 shows an example
of a Q-Q plot of a Weibull distribution of a segment. The considered surface stress load spectrum
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shows the appropriate fit with a Weibull fit. This means that the Weibull distribution is able to
represent the behavior of the load cycle characteristics in an appropriate manner and to justify the
use of a Weibull distribution for fatigue modeling. The deviations between the fitted and the real
data shown in Figure 10 are considered in the stochastic variable XWL, which covers uncertainties
related to simplifications in wave load calculations and fitting uncertainties.

Figure 10. Example of the Q-Q (quantity-quantity) plot of a surface stress cycle Weibull distribution
fit to the load cycle for one segment (D = 80 mm).

The overall reliability calculation process includes three steps. The first step involves transferring
the general load time series to surface stress time series for the different segments, taking into account
the motion of the floater. The next step involves performing rainflow counting and fitting a Weibull
distribution to the resulting stress spectra. Step 3 includes the probabilistic reliability analysis by
using the MATLAB-based FERUM (finite element reliability using Matlab) simulation tool [39] in
order to estimate the probability of structural bearing failure considering brittle fatigue failure.

6. Results

A parametric study presents the results in which different sensitivity analyses of uncertain
parameters are performed. Considered in this parametric study are the following parameters:

• Wave load XWL uncertainty range,
• Mean crack size a,
• Friction coefficient µ,
• Number of annual load cycles (Nannual).

The following sections will include discussions on the influence of the above-mentioned
parameters on the annual reliability index.

6.1. Influence of Wave Modeling Uncertainty XWL

Due to the fact that the uncertainty related to wave load uncertainties is unknown in this specific
example, the wave modeling uncertainty needs to be estimated and is assumed to have a COV
between 0.1 and 0.2, which is in accordance with the proposed load modeling uncertainties in [14].
The uncertainty XWL considers simplifications related to the wave load modeling, as well as fitting
uncertainties of the surface stress cycle distribution Fi(pc,i).

Figure 11 shows the resulting annual reliability index for plain bearings with different inner
bearing radii Di (between 60 mm and 100 mm) dependent on the wave modeling load uncertainty
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XWL. A smaller radius generally leads to smaller annual reliability indices for a given wave
modeling uncertainty due to the fact that a smaller radius leads to larger local stresses. Furthermore,
the influence of the radius is more important than differences in the COV value of the wave
load uncertainty.

As discussed earlier, the minimal required annual reliability index of the components used for
WEC applications should have a value between 3.1 and 3.7. If one requires a minimal reliability
index of at least 3.1, the bearing GE80 UK with a bearing diameter of 80 mm should be used. In case
a minimal annual reliability index equal to 3.7 is required, the bearing UK90 UK with a bearing
diameter of 90 mm should be taken. For this application, the plain bearings GE60 UK and GE70
UK lead to unacceptable high annual failure probabilities (low annual reliability indices) and should
not be mounted on the Wavestar device to connect the PTO system with the floating arm.

Figure 11. Annual reliability index for the mechanical failure of different bearings dependent on the
COV value of the wave load uncertainty XWL. The mean value of friction coefficient µ is set equal
to 0.15.

6.2. Influence of Mean Crack Size a

The mean crack size, which is used to calculate the equivalent stress intensity factor, Keq (see
Equation (8) depends on steel material characteristics defined by the steel quality, as well as the
chemical composition of the used steel. The mean crack size of 0.15 mm given in [14] is a value
that can be used for all different steel types. No explicit data for the GCr15 steel is available, and
therefore, this section will include a sensitivity analysis varying the mean crack size from 0.1 mm to
0.2 mm.

Figure 12 shows the annual reliability index for the bearing GE80 UK and GE90 UK dependent
on the mean crack size. As expected for both bearing types, larger mean crack sizes lead to lower
resulting annual reliability indices. For this investigation, the COV value considering wave load
modeling, XWL, is fixed at 0.15.

The minimal annual reliability index of the GE90 UK bearing remains for the considered mean
crack size range always above 3.7, whereas the annual reliability index of the GE80 UK bearing
moves below 3.7 for larger mean crack sizes than 0.15 mm, but always remains above 3.1. If the
minimal acceptable reliability level is set equal to 3.1, the smaller bearing GE80 UK is sufficient for the
considered failure mode, whereas when a minimal annual reliability index equal to 3.7 is demanded,
the larger bearing GE90 UK should be mounted.
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Figure 12. Annual reliability index for different bearings dependent on the mean crack size a. The
mean value of friction coefficient µ is set equal to 0.15, and the COV value of the crack size is set
constant at 0.66.

6.3. Influence of Friction Coefficient µ

The expected friction coefficient between PTFE and steel is according to [37] in the range between
0.05 and 0.2. The expected friction coefficient between steel and PTFE surfaces has a large range,
and no specific information about the considered bearings is available. Therefore, this section will
investigate the influence of the mean friction coefficient on the annual reliability index.

The sensitivity of the annual reliability dependent on the friction coefficient is shown in Figure 13
for the two bearing types GE80 UK and GE90 UK. The mean friction coefficient is varied between 0.05
and 0.2, whereas the COV of the friction coefficient remains constant at 0.15.

Figure 13. Annual reliability index for different bearings dependent on the mean friction coefficient
µ. The mean value crack size a is set equal to 0.15 mm; the COV of the expected friction coefficient
remains constant at 0.15 and the COV value of XWL equal to 0.15.

The annual reliability index decreases linearly from 4.45 to 4.20 and from 3.95 down to 3.65 for
the bearings GE90 UK and GE80 UK, respectively, when the mean friction coefficient is increased
from 0.05 to 0.2. In the case where the friction coefficient is lower than or equal to 0.18, the GE80 UK
bearing would be sufficient for a requested minimal reliability index of 3.7. Whereas for large friction
values, the larger bearing GE90 UK should be taken.
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6.4. Influence of Annual Number of Load Cycles Nannual

The study performed so far is dependent on the location, which is characterized by the scatter
diagram (including the probability of occurrences of the different wave states). Different scatter
diagrams will lead to different annual numbers of load cycles, Nannual , to be expected. This section
investigates the impact of different Nannual values on the structural reliability.

Figure 14 shows the annual reliability index dependent on the annual number of cycles for the
two bearings GE80 UK and GE90 UK, respectively. The sensitivity to the considered annual number of
load cycles is estimated based on varying the calculated annual number of cycles for the Wavestar at
Hanstholm by ±20%. Compared to the other considered parameters, like the wave load uncertainty
XWL, the expected value of the friction coefficient µ and the mean crack size a, the impact on the
annual reliability index for different Nannual values is small.

Figure 14. Annual reliability index when changing the annual number of cycles between 80% and
120% of the originally determined Nannual . The mean value crack size a is set equal to 0.15 mm, the
expected friction coefficient equal to 0.15 and the COV value of XWL equal to 0.15.

7. Conclusions

This paper focuses on structural reliability assessments of plain bearings for WEC applications.
A probabilistic reliability approach is used to estimate the probability of failure of different plain
bearings. Probabilistic reliability assessments account for uncertainties related to Mother Nature
(physical uncertainties), model uncertainties, limited dataset lengths (statistical uncertainties) and
measurement uncertainties. Here, this article presents a methodology for brittle fatigue failure of
surface-induced stresses based on friction and compression loads from the waves and applies it to a
case study.

The chosen case study is the Wavestar device, which is placed at the Danish west coast of the
North Sea. Future Wavestar devices will use plain bearings between the floater and the PTO cylinder.
They should also include the implementation of a new developed PTO system, which is based on
so-called DDCs, which smoothen the pressure fluctuations within the hydraulic cycle in order to
increase the conversion efficiency of the harvested energy into electricity. The new PTO system also
leads to different load characteristics compared to the current Wavestar PTO design and, therefore, to
different structural designs.

Sensitivity analyses for unknown parameters, like the wave load uncertainty range, the crack
size, the friction coefficient within the bearing and the number of annual load cycles, are performed
in order to understand the validity of the outcome, the adaptability to other locations, as well as
the use of other bearing materials. The results indicate that uncertainties related to wave load
assessments and the considered failure mode model have a larger impact on the structural reliability
than uncertainties related to different wave resources at different locations.
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For WEC components, the annual target reliability levels should be between 3.7 and 3.1,
which correspond to an annual failure probability between 10−3 and 10−4. The target reliability
levels are defined based on the consequences in the case of structural failure, which are only of
monetary value for WEC devices, and there is no danger of human fatalities, as well as no large
environmental pollution.

The considered case study investigates different plain bearings from stock. For a target reliability
index equal to 3.1, the plain bearing (called GE80 UK), with an inner bearing diameter equal to 80 mm,
achieves the required conditions when focusing on friction and compression load-induced fatigue.
For a larger target reliability index equal to 3.7, a larger plain bearing (called GE90 UK), with an inner
bearing diameter equal to 90 mm, should be used for the Wavestar device.

This paper only considers one possible bearing failure mode. Fatigue failure is of importance
for WEC components exposed to cyclic loading due to passing waves. There are also other failure
modes, which might be important for this application, such as, e.g., abnormal loads due to the
wrong installation or wrong selection of the bearing type, as well as quality/production mistakes
or misalignment due to large radial loads.
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